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Realcomp II Ltd. Selects Remine Add/Edit and Docs+ Transaction
Management Platforms to Streamline Single Point of Entry and Transaction
Management for Michigan REALTORS®
VIENNA, Virginia, January 13, 2021—Remine, a leading real estate technology
company, announced today that Realcomp II Ltd. a Michigan-based Multiple Listing
Service, has selected its Listing Input and Docs+ Transaction Management Platform for
its more than 16,800 REALTOR® subscribers.
Remine technology will be the first that is integrated with Realcomp’s new
and improved RESO compliant data infrastructure which houses and serves listing
content (listing data, photos, and documents) to associated technologies. It will
give MLS subscribers the familiar ability to input listings via their desktop or mobile
device and power tool-of-choice for MLS vendor partners that need the ability
to integrate the data into their systems while remaining compliant with MLS business
rules.
Remine’s Docs+ Transaction Management Platform was selected to replace the
current Transaction Management offering and will both modernize and simplify
the Transaction Management process for brokers and agents.
“The Remine team continues to deliver and they have proven their ability to offer
stability within state-of-the-art solutions. Over the years, our relationship has grown in
strength and trust through the successful delivery and support of leading-edge data and
software,” said Karen Kage, CEO at Realcomp II Ltd. “The addition of these two new
systems allows us to continue to build upon the Remine modules that seamlessly
integrate to drive adoption and REALTOR® satisfaction.”
“We are excited to see the continued growth of this partnership,” said Tim Dain, VP and
GM of MLS at Remine. “We know how competitive the MLS software landscape is and
the selection of these products continues to showcase our modular approach to building
an MLS ecosystem that fits the needs of our MLS customers.”
Remine Add/Edit and Docs+ Transaction Management are expected to join Remine Pro
and become available to Realcomp MLS Subscribers in Q2 of 2021.
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About Remine
Remine is revolutionizing MLS software solutions. We offer a complete MLS
2.0™ operating system for MLSs which includes Remine PRO (a full front-end operating
system), Add/Edit, Database, and RESO Platinum API solutions. In addition, Remine
offers SSO Dashboard, Docs+ Transaction Management, and MLS Website.
Remine serves the majority of REALTORS® in the US - over 1,000,000 real estate
professionals subscribe via their MLS or Board or Association of REALTORS®. We are
headquartered in Northern Virginia with remote employees across the US and in
Canada. For more information visit www.remine.com.
Remine is ISO 27001 Certified.
About Realcomp II Ltd.
Realcomp II Ltd. is Michigan's largest Multiple Listing Service, now serving more than
16,800 valued broker, agent, and appraiser customers in over 2,600 offices across
Southeast Michigan. Realcomp II Ltd. is committed to providing the most reliable up-to
date real estate information using state-of-the-art delivery methods. Realcomp offers its
MLS subscribers top of the line customer service and every member has the authority to
do what it takes to make certain each customer's experience positive. For more
information, visit: Realcomp.MoveinMichigan.com
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